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PYLOS 
OTF 2016/17

FUSTA ROBOTICA PAVILION  
OTF 2016 

KALEIDOSCOPE  
OTF 2013 - Dulce Luna

In design and architecture, Computer Numerically Con-
trolled (CNC) fabrication equipment has given designers 
unprecedented means for executing formally challen-
ging projects directly from the computer. The impact of 
digital production in these fields allows the production 
of complex geometries and opens up a wide field of re-
search and experimentation.

IaaC, through the Open Thesis Fabrication (OTF) agenda, 
is placing a new emphasis on translating research into 
technologies and bringing together academy and indus-
try by powering innovation.

Success in innovation appears to entail working close-
ly with the industry, in both basic and applied research 
simultaneously. Thus, the OTF program emerges as an 
intensive applied research platform in collaboration with 
partner companies seeking the development of innovati-
ve solutions in a wide range of fields (architecture, design, 
contsruction, interaction, technology etc). The program 
focuses on the development and completion of full scale 
prototypes using advanced CNC machinery, applying ex-
perimental materials, testing smart energy solutions, and 
developing industrial solutions.

SEPTEMBER - february

open thesis fabrication 

applied research program

OTF - Open thesis fabrication
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OTF 2013
MINIBUILDERS - Jin Shihui, Stuart Maggs, Dori Sadan, Cristina Nan

OTF 2013
KALEIDOSCOPE - Dulce Luna

OTF 2013
MOSS VOLTAIC - Elena Mitrofanova

OTF 2013
GROUND FLOOR - Moritz Megle

AIM & GOAL
The aim of the program, in line with the opportunity of making a difference, is to develop research to be 
applied through patents or products for marketing. This will be obtained through the common goal of 
researching of different fabrication techniques, materials and form, towards the implementation of a lar-
ge scale prototype, understanding the potentials of digital fabrication together with new needs of current 
society and the market.

FORMAT
All the IAAC BUILDs researchers will be working together in 1 group towards a collective goal and project, 
in turn subdivided into different specialized research teams each focusing on a specific aspect of the 
project’s development. Hence the implementation of a 1:1 scale prototype allowing to test techniques and 
materials on real scale.

SOME OF THE RESEARCH THEMES ARE:
– Design
– Materials and Materiality
– Software and Hardware
– Structure
– Fabrication
– Assembly
– User interfaces

KEYWORDS
3d printing in architectural construction
Solar houses
Robotic and digital fabrication
Smart buildings and urban elements
User interfaces

PARTNERS & COLLABORATORS
IAAC BUILDs follows in the footsteps of OTF de-
veloping the applied research in partnership com-
panies, whose involvement will vary according to 
project focus. These companies consist in Cerámi-
ca Cumella, ASCAMM, Cricursa, Fupicsa, Merefsa, 
Tallfusta.
The program also counts on the collaboration of 
experts in various fields such as engineering and 
structures, materials, technical components, and 
much more, allowing the development of a full 
scale and fully functioning prototype.

 maa01 + otf: 100 ects, 15 months otf: 25 ects, 6 months

OTF SEMESTER 
september - february  
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PYLOS 
AIR-DRY CLAY 3D PRINTER 

OTF -Sofoklis Giannakopolous 
This research focus on the use of natural clay as a base material for a 

large scale on-site 3D Printer. The particular problematic linked with 
the process and scale were the target of the project.  

he investigation of the chosen material with different additives led to 
the discovery of a new stronger clay, with a tensile strength 3 times 
harder than the so called hard clay. The development, starting from 

basic composites towards more elaborate ones, contemporary to 
the development and manufacturing of the machine, driven by the 

research and results on the material behaviour.

MINIBUILDERS-SMALL ROBOTS PRINTING BIG STRUCTURES 
Shihui Jin, Stuart Maggs, Dori Sadan,Cristina Nan

 A family of small scale construction robots, all mobile and capable 
of constructing objects far larger than the robot itself.  Each of the 

robots developed was to perform a diverse task, linked to the different 
phases of construction, finally working together as a family towards 

the implementation of a single structural outcome. Hence, instead 
of one large machine, a number of much smaller robots working 

independently, but in coordination, towards a single goal.
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MOSS VOLTAIC
PLANTS GENERATING ENERGY 

OTF - Elena Mitrofanova
Emerging technology called biophotovoltaics (BPV) uses the natural 

process of photosynthesis to generate electrical energy from the 
ecosystem found in the roots of plants. This project propose to use 

mosses in a facade system to harvest energy while offering the 
advantages of green walls

MATAERIAL
ANTIGRAVITY OBJECT MODELING 

OTF - Sasa Jokic and Petr Novikov 
This patent-pending method allows for creating 3D objects on any 

given working surface independently of its inclination and smoothness, 
and without a need of additional support structures. 
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Fusta Robòtica is a research project realized as part of 
the Open Thesis Fabrication 2015.
IaaC OTF 2015 Fusta Robòtica is an experimental 
project that proposes to overcome the challenges of 
building withCatalan wood – structurally unsound and 
highly deformable – through the application of para-
metric design and robotic fabrication processes.
For the first time in Spain, robotic technology is 
applied to the design and installation of a one-to-one 
scale prototype entirely made of timber, achieving a 
parametrically controlled structural system.
Catalan wood has the virtue of being a low-impact, 
Zero Kilometre material, however due to its tendency 
to warp while drying, it is solely used for palettes. The 
challenge of Fusta Robòtica is to build a stable, lar-
ge-scale prototype using this wood.
To overcome the limits of the material, green wood 
has been used to construct a redundant structure, ca-
pable of absorbing the deformations produced when 
drying

IAAC, Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia
Open Thesis Fabrication Program 2015
Faculty: Alexandre Dubor, Silvia Brandi, Areti Mar-
kopoulou
Students: Mohamad Mahdi Najafi, Fathimah Sujna 
Shakir, Nada Shalaby, Monish Siripurapu, Ji Won Jun, 
Josep Alcover Llubia, Yanna Haddad, Andrea Quarta-
ra, Angelo Figliola.
Project developed with the generous sponsor of Se-
rradora Boix,
in collaboration with, Gremi de Fusters, Tallfusta, Inca-
fust, Mecakim, Decustik.

fusta 
robotica

agenda otf 2015/16
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This Pavilion is the prototype of a new form of urban 
agriculture based on aquaponics: a symbiotic system 
where breeding fishes is combined with the soilless 
cultivation of plants and vegetables.

Data informed Design
The design of the pavilion has been optimized in order 
to maximize the solar exposition of the plants, both on 
the surface and on the interior of the pavilion.
Robotically Fabricated Wooden Structure
This cocoon-shape hidden in between a misleading 
undifferentiated amount of wooden slats manifold 
structural purposes and functional ones. The sticks 
are distinguished in main trusses, structural stiffeners, 
plants supports, skin holders, furniture supports and 
platform beams. In the light of the previous expe-
rience of the Fusta Robòtica Pavilion 2015, the IAAC 
researchers improved the final robotic manufacturing 
process and they succeed to optimize the production 
process, mainly reducing the scrap’s length, using 
the most part of the material. Each wooden stick is 
handled throughout one single robotic fabrication 
loop: picking, cutting and dropping. According to the 
respective final sticks positions and functions, they 
are selected from one out of the three starting sticks, 
provided by the custom made wood-feeder. They are 
then cut in various and always different lengths and 
their end edges are shaped with different 3-dimensio-
nal angled cuts. Thus each stick, varying each time the 
fabrication loop, informs the robotic fabrication code. 

DigitaL 
Urban 
Orchard

agenda otf 2015/16
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As 3D printing gains in momentum toward all the 
creative industries, new applications are continuous-
ly discovered. While Additive manufacturing (AM) for 
architecture is yet at an early stage, a clear potential 
have been identified by industries, contractors and 
architects. CAD software used in these professions 
allow already to design complex geometries, with the 
possibility to optimise shapes and material distribu-
tion toward more efficient buildings. AM have the po-
tential to create quickly and precisely these complex 
geometries previously too expensive to make, while 
permitting a drastic reduction of production waste.
Additive manufacturing with mud have the potential 
to reintroduce this traditional material within our con-
temporary culture, answering the current exigencies of 
quality, cost and efficiency. The previous project Pylos 
developed by IAAC between 2013 and 2015, have 
proven the possibility to use additive manufacturing 
at architectural scale with mud. For this purpose, the 
project have developed a new material mix 100% na-
turally sourced and biodegradable, potentially 3 time 
stronger than any unbaked clay material documented 
so far in scientific paper.  A custom extruder mounted 
on a robotic arm have been also developed along with 
a specific CAD-CAM software allowing to print easily 
complex shapes. 
New opportunities offered by this technology are yet 
to be explore. The IAAC program Open Thesis Fabri-
cation 2016-17 (OTF) propose to design and test at 
scale 1:1 architectural element that take advantage of 
the latest computational tools, the additive manufac-
turing process, and the great thermodynamic proper-
ties of the material to achieve passive performative 
system for bioclimatic architecture. 

PYLOS 
WORKSHOP 

agenda otf 2016/17
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 Tuition for students attending

otf (25 ects: 6 months)

Tuition for the year 2017 is 6.250€. The selected 
candidates must send to the Institute a scanned 
proof of a down payment of 300€ to confirm par-
ticipation, maximum 4 weeks after their accpetan-
ce. The remaining part of the tuition fee (5.950€) 
may be paid before September 1st, 2017.

All payments of the selected program must be paid by 
bank transfer only to:

Bank: Santander
Agency: 6784
IBAN – ES55 0049 6784 3226 1615 5632
SWIFT – BSCHESMMXXX
Holder : Institut d’Arquitectura Avançada de Catalunya.
Address: Via Augusta, nº182 (Es 08021 Barcelona)

Note: Make sure that bank transferring SUBJECT is the 
applicant’s name, and not the person who orders the 
transfer. Also make sure to select the SWITF instructions 
code “OUR” when ordering the bank transfer. This means 
that you have to pay the transfer charges.

Tuition
fees

otf COLLABORATIVE

ENTITIES 

OTF - Open thesis fabricationOTF - Open thesis fabrication
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faculty
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IAAC PEOPLE

Areti Markopoulou is a Greek architect, educator 
and urban technologist working on the intersection 
between architecture and digital technologies. She 
is currently the Academic Director at IAAC in Bar-
celona, one of the leading international platforms 
for education. Areti is also co-editor of the Urban 
Next, a global network focused on rethinking ar-
chitecture through the contemporary urban milieu, 
and co-founder of StudioP52, a collective arts & 
tech gallery. Her research and practice design ex-
plores new architectural models that incorporate 
the application of ICTs, Material Intelligence and 
Fabrication, allowing built and public space to dy-
namically adapt to behavioural and environmental 
changes over time. She has been developing ur-
ban projects and guidelines with the City Council 
of Barcelona and the Municipal Institute of Infor-
mation for the implementation of ICT in the pu-
blic space and the implementation of renewable 
Energy technologies in buildings and open spaces. 
Areti has also served as a curator of internatio-
nal exhibitions such as the Pavilion of Innovation 
(Construmat 2015), MyVeryOwnCity (World Bank 
2011) and Fabrication Laboratory (Barcelona 
Design Museum 2010). She holds a Bachelor in 
Architecture & Engineering from DUTH – Demo-
critus University of Thrace, an MArch from IAAC, 
and a Fab Academy diploma on Digital Fabrication 
offered by the Fab Lab Network. She is currently a 
PhD candidate in the UPC, researching the topic of 
Responsive Environments and Smart Cities. 

Djordje Stanojevic is an Architect. He received his 
bachelor’s degree in Architecture from the Univer-
sity of Venice (IUAV) in 2011. Winner of the Touch 
Fair Architecture Competition, Djordje has been 
involved in the computational design of innovative 
solutions for fair stands and other structures. In the 
summer of 2012 he worked at Sotamaa Design 
on the Finnish Design Expo in Shanghai. In 2015 
he completed his Integrative Technologies and 
Architectural Design Research Masters (ITECH) 
at the University of Stuttgart, both at the Institute 
of Computational Design (ICD) and the Institute of 
Building Structures and Structural Design (ITKE). 
In parallel, he also worked as a student assistant 
for the ICD in the Robotic Manufacturing Labo-
ratory and in the CasinoIT 3DPlot. He was invol-
ved in the system development, fabrication and 
construction of the ICD/ITKE Research Pavilions 
2013 and 2014-15, merging engineering, robotics, 
digital manufacturing, material science and biolo-
gy. Djordje’s thesis research focused on employing 
robotic fabrication and hygroscopic shrink-fitting 
for three-dimensional cellular plate structures. His 
interests in digital fabrication, robotic manufactu-
ring and real-time robot control are what brought 
him to join the IAAC team in late 2015 as Digital 
Fabrication and Computational Design Expert.

Alexandre Dubor is an architect from Paris looking 
for more multidisciplinary in the design of our built 
environment. From the early stage of his expe-
riences, he was looking at various way of mixing 
science with art (Art specialization within a scien-
tific bachelor, Web-design & info-graphics scripts). 
Going further in the studies, he was able to deve-
lop project as architect and engineer (Structure & 
Architecture Master at EAVT + ENPC, Paris 2008). 
After some years working in various office such 
as Studio Daniel Libesking, Atenastudio, Donati 
et associés, Arep, he obtain an architect license 
(HMONP at EAVT, 2010). Along side this work, he 
co-founded Collectif 277 (Paris, 2008), mixing ar-
chitects, graphic designer and Computer engineer. 
Willing to develop connection between computer 
science and architecture, he obtain a postgraduate 
in Digital Tectonics at IAAC (Barcelona, 2012). Af-
ter a successful experience as teacher auxiliary at 
the University of Technology of Sydney (Australia, 
2011), he is becoming more active in the academic 
field within the digital fabrication area (Auxiliary 
teacher at IAAC 2012), especially using 6-axis ro-
bot (workshop at IAAC & TU Delf, lecture at TU 
Vienna).

Edouard Cabay graduated from the Architectural 
Association in 2005 to work for Foreign Office Ar-
chitects in London, Anorak in Brussels and finally 
for Cloud 9 in Barcelona, where he occupied the 
position of head-office. His completed projects for 
Cloud 9 include the Thirst Pavilion for the Expo Za-
ragoza 2008 and the Cúpula del Milenio, a concert 
hall in Valladolid. Currently he teaches at the Di-
ploma School of the Architectural Association as a 
unit master for Diploma 18, which treats large-sca-
le architectural strategies targeting consequences 
of global warming. Along side his academic work 
he is establishing Appareil, an architectural prac-
tice, which aims to employ digital techniques of 
both design and fabrication to craft, –appareiller, 
our living milieu.

ACADEMIC DIRECTOR 
OTF_RESEARCH ADVISOR

ARETI  
MARKOPOULOU

OTF_ROBOTIC EXPERT

DJORDJE 
STANOJEVIC

OTF_DIRECTOR

EDOUARD  
CABAY

OTF_DIRECTOR

ALEXANDRE 
DUBOR

faculty 
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General

information

applications, grading 
system and more

Applications

To apply for IAAC, please fill out and submit the 
online applications form (www.iaac.net/iaac/ap-
ply) for the programs: MAA01, MAA02, MaCT, 
MAA01 + OTF, OTF.

For the online application, the following required 
documents should all be submitted in English, 
with the exception of the undergraduate diploma 
that needs to be translated into Spanish. (All docu-
ments must be uploaded onto the designated spa-
ce on the online applicationform in PDF format).

- A letter of intent expressing the reasons for whi-
ch you wish to attend the chosen master – maxi-
mum two A4 pages in PDF.

- Curriculum vitae and portfolio showing samples 
of your work – A4 format maximum 10MB in PDF.

- Two letters of recommendation (from professio-
nal or academic referees), in PDF, with the corre-
sponding referee contact information.

- Legalized copy of previous architecture degree* 
or other related professional degrees. Please make 
sure that you arrange the legalization of your di-
ploma as required depending on your country of 
origin. More info about degree legalization here. In 
the case of this document is not available at the 
moment of the application, please contact us.

- An official translation into Spanish of your di-
ploma* (if the diploma is not in Spanish already). 
More info about official translations here.

- A copy of a valid passport (copy of valid I.D. is 
accepted for citizen of member states of the EU)

- Non-refundable application fee to be paid to the 
bank information mentioned at the end of this 
page under the section titled “Bank Information”.

* If you have not yet graduated, but will be gradua-
ting before the commencement of the academic 
year to which you are applying at IAAC, you are 
eligible to apply. However, to complete the appli-
cation process, will need to ask you to provide us 
with a provisional certificate from your University, 
in English, stating that you will graduate this year.

If you have any questions or doubts with regards to 
the application process, please feel free to contact 
us at applications@iaac.net

general information
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their expectations, and whether they were satisfied 
with the level of access to facilities and material 
resources at the Institute . Also, students are asked 
what course or activities considered more interes-
ting and relevant to the program and they are also 
asked to express ideas for overall improvement.

The usual procedure IAAC uses for the collection 
and analysis of information to ensure the quality 
of the program is the student surveys and evalua-
tion reports. IAAC performs two different types of 
surveys: one survey is specific for each course, and 
is being made immediately after a course finishes, 
and the second survey is a general survey, which is 
conducted at the end of the academic year. Course 
Survey: The surveys contain questions related to 
course content and structure of the class, the me-
thodology used and the level of facilities where the 
course has been conducted. There are also ques-
tions about the faculty , allowing the student to 
evaluate the faculty’s communication capabilities, 
the capacity of synthesis and organize the content 
structure as well as the faculty’s competence in 
assessing and explaining the results obtained. The 
survey also include questions about the relevance 
of the class with respect to the students own inte-
rests and the relevance with the general research 
agenda of the Master program. Students are also 
asked within this survey to suggest improvements 
in the courses that IAAC takes into consideration 
for the future editions. General Survey: The ge-
neral annual survey refers to the overall mana-
gement of the program and the efficiency of the 
entire organization. It includes questions of whe-
ther students had difficulties in the application and 
admission process, whether they had problems in 
acquiring all necessary certificates and/or other 
documents and more. It also includes question of 
satisfaction in relation with the efficiency level of 
IAAC staff, whether faculty and content have met 

study expenses

medical insurance

accommodation

non european students

Materials

Study-related expenses such as the purchase of 
books, graphic reproduction, printing and model 
moking are not included in the tuition fee.
For field trips and excursions an individual financial 
contribution may be required.

Participants are responsible for their own health 
insurance and other personal insurance. It is man-
datory to acquire a Medical Insurance to cover 
your stay here in Barcelona. The Catalan Public 
Health System does not cover students, and will 
charge you for any visit or consultation.
Please note that the IAAC is not liable for loss or 
damage to personal belongings.

IAAC does not provide accomodation for students, 
although can provide information and assistance 
related to rental procedures.

Non European students accepted to the program 
are advised to contact the nearest Spanish Em-
bassy to start the Visa procedure. Be aware that 
the application procedure for a Student Visa can 
take up to 3 months.

Students are expected to bring their ownly a lap-
top computer no more than two years old, with the 
following specifications:
PIV at 2.4 GHz (or similar in the case of an AMD 
processor).
1024 Mb RAM.
WIFI internet connection.
1280 x 1024 screen display resolution

grading system student feedback and evaluation

Class attendance is obligatory for studios and se-
minars. In both cases, courses are graded as fo-
llows:

•	 0–4.9 Fail (this means that the student is not 
going to get his/her Master Degree, this gra-
de will be justified and well explained)

•	 5.0–6.9 Pass
•	 7.0–8.9 Good
•	 9.0–10 Excellent/Distinction

- Under no circumstances will students be excu-
sed from presenting their design work at the final 
review of a project. 
 
- Diplomas will not be delivered to students with 
an incomplete in their final grades.
In addition to the above, Midterm Reviews will be 
held with the members of the faculty in order to 
inform each student briefly of the general feelings 
of the faculty about his or her work. Suggestions 
may be given on how to prepare for the Final 
Review

general information
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